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Our mission is to spread and
encourage sustainability by
bringing practical products,
great brands and inspiring
people together.
We want the world to be a
better and healthier place
for us.
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Contact
The name of company: Healthy Earth
Address: Business Academy
Jesenského 259/6
017 44 Považská Bystrica
Slovakia
Website: https://healthy-earth3.webnode.sk
Telephone number: +421 424 323 863
Email: healthyearth266@gmail.com

Contractual Conditions
Contractual conditions according to the Commercial Code valid in the
Slovak Republic.

Seller´s obligations:
1. The seller confirms the order by phone.
2. The seller sends the delivery note.
3. The seller sends the invoice immediately after sending the goods
which is cost data. The invoice will contain the terms of payment.
4. If the buyer does not pay in time, the seller has the right to claim a
penalty of 0,05 % for each day of the delay.

Buyer´s obligation:
1. The buyer (customer) sends the seller the order.
2. The buyer is obliged to pay by electronic form by crediting seller´s
account.
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ECO products
Bee cover
Store food healthy and
environmentally friendly: use new
antibacterial bee packaging for
food. Bee packaging is original
and fragrant food packaging made
of cotton impregnated with organic
beeswax and natural jojoba oil.

9€
Bamboo toothbrushes
Brushes have soft and delicate
bristles that are gentle on gums
and enamel.
The handle is made of heattreated bamboo
Brushes 100% biodegradable! It
is the best choice for the
environment.

7€
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Cutlery with chopsticks and
travel bag
Wash the cutlery set after use to
be ready for use next time. It is
especially suitable for picnics in
nature, camping or traveling. All
parts are made of durable bamboo
so you don't have to worry about
breaking the cutlery.

10€
Canvas bag

8€
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Tote bag is made of a fine
organic cotton canvas and has a
simple and clean design. It is
suitable to replace disposable
plastic bags for purchase. It is
lightweight and fits easily in
any handbag or pocket. The
advantage is long handles, so
you can throw it over your
shoulder.

Glass water bottles
One bottle for everything? And
why not?! Glass eco bottles are
suitable for water and all kinds of
cold and hot drinks. In addition,
you can heat and carry drinks
anywhere you need. They are ecofriendly, stylish, practical and fit
into any handbag or backpack.

12€

Metal straws
Metal straws are high-quality stainless
water. Non-harmful straws for daily
use for both studied and selected
beverages. When cleaning loose straws
under running water, once a week we
recommend straws before cleaning the
detergents included in the package.

15€
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Bamboo sunglasses with
“Flamingo” polarized lenses
Can an ecology and original style
be combined? No problem! Choose
new sunglasses with an ecological
bamboo frame. Glasses with
polarized lenses are suitable for
both ladies and gentlemen. The
glasses are made of solid bamboo
wood, they can handle water and
falls.

8€
Shopping net
Introducing the fun ecolocco nets:
elegant blue, eco-friendly use and
longevity ensure that you and the
environment enjoy shopping. The
approximate dimensions of the
empty (untensioned) net are 36 × 35
cm, after filling the volume of the
bag expands to the required size.

3,50€
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Make-up removers

1€

Reusable make-up removing
cosmetic tampons are an
ecological alternative to
conventional cosmetic tampons
and will be appreciated by all girls,
women, wives or mothers. They
are made of a unique combination
of bamboo (70%) and organic
cotton (30%), making them
durable and very soft to the touch.

Bamboo combs
Bamboo combs are
environmentally friendly and are
fully compostable (zero waste).
The rounded corners protect the
scalp and at the same time
pleasantly massage it. This
increases blood circulation and
stimulates hair growth.

4€
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SALE !
Hemp soap
Natural soap for dry and
sensitive skin.

5€ 4€
PRESENT
Gift package "Ecological"
bathroom"
For the beautiful new gift package
"Ecological bathroom", we have
selected the most popular ecological
hygiene products. A bamboo
toothbrush with a beautiful case,
bamboo wood sticks, a massage sponge
for a bath sponge and make-up
remover.

15€
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